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Abstract
Permutation patterns and pattern avoidance have been intensively studied in combinatorics and
computer science, going back at least to the seminal work of Knuth on stack-sorting (1968). Perhaps
the most natural algorithmic question in this area is deciding whether a given permutation of length
n contains a given pattern of length k.
In this work we give two new algorithms for this well-studied problem, one whose running time
is n0.44k+o(k), and one whose running time is the better of O(1.6181n) and nk/2+o(k). These results
improve the earlier best bounds of Ahal and Rabinovich (2000), and Bruner and Lackner (2012), and
are the fastest algorithms for the problem when k = Ω(logn). When k = o(logn), the parameterized
algorithm of Guillemot and Marx (2013) dominates.
Our second algorithm uses polynomial space and is significantly simpler than all previous
approaches with comparable running times, including an nk/2+o(k) algorithm proposed by Guillemot
and Marx. Our approach can be summarized as follows: “for every matching of the even-valued
entries of the pattern, try to match all odd-valued entries left-to-right”. For the special case of
patterns that are Jordan-permutations, we show an improved, subexponential running time.
2012 ACM Subject Classification Theory of computation → Data structures design and analysis;
Theory of computation → Pattern matching
Keywords and phrases permutations, pattern matching, exponential time
1 Introduction
Let [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Given two permutations t : [n]→ [n], and pi : [k]→ [k], we say that t
contains pi, if there are indices 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ n such that t(ij) < t(i`) if and only if
pi(j) < pi(`), for all 1 ≤ j, ` ≤ k. In other words, t contains pi, if the sequence (t(1), . . . , t(n))
has a (possibly non-contiguous) subsequence with the same ordering as (pi(1), . . . , pi(k)),
otherwise t avoids pi. For example, t = (1, 5, 4, 6, 3, 7, 8, 2) contains (2, 3, 1), because its
subsequence (5, 6, 3) has the same ordering as (2, 3, 1); on the other hand, t avoids (3, 1, 2).
Knuth showed in 1968 [32, § 2.2.1], that permutations sortable by a single stack are
exactly those that avoid (2, 3, 1). Sorting by restricted devices has remained an active
research topic [45, 41, 43, 9, 2, 4], but permutation pattern avoidance has taken on a life
of its own (especially after the influential work of Simion and Schmidt [44]), becoming an
important subfield of combinatorics. For more background on permutation patterns and
pattern avoidance we refer to the extensive survey [46] and relevant textbooks [10, 14, 30].
Perhaps the most important enumerative result related to permutation patterns is the
Stanley-Wilf conjecture, raised in the late 1980s and proved in 2004 by Marcus and Tardos [35].
It states that the number of length-n permutations which avoid a fixed pattern pi is bounded
by c(pi)n, where c(pi) is a quantity independent of n. (Marcus and Tardos proved the result
in the context of 0/1 matrices, answering a question of Füredi and Hajnal [23], which was
shown by Klazar [31] to imply the Stanley-Wilf conjecture.)
A fundamental algorithmic problem in this context is Permutation Pattern Matching
(PPM): Given a length-n permutation t (“text”) and a length-k permutation pi (“pattern”),
decide whether t contains pi.
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2 Faster and simpler algorithms for finding large patterns in permutations
Solving PPM is a bottleneck in experimental work on permutation patterns [3]. The
problem and its variants also arise in practical applications, e.g. in computational biology [30,
§ 2.4] and time-series analysis [28, 7, 40]. Unfortunately, in general, PPM is NP-complete, as
shown by Bose, Buss, and Lubiw [11] in 1998. (This is in contrast to e.g. string matching
problems that are solvable in polynomial time.)
An obvious algorithm for PPM is to enumerate all
(
n
k
)
length-k subsequences of t,
and check whether any of them has the same ordering as pi. The first result to break
this “triviality barrier” was the n2k/3+o(k)-time algorithm of Albert, Aldred, Atkinson, and
Holton [3]. Around the same time, Ahal and Rabinovich [1] obtained the running time
n0.47k+o(k). The two algorithms are based on a similar dynamic programming approach, but
they differ in essential details.
Informally, in both algorithms, the entries of the pattern pi are matched one-by-one to
entries of the text t, observing the order-restrictions imposed by the current partial matching.
The key observation is that only a subset of the matched entries need to be remembered,
namely those that form a certain “boundary” of the partial matching. The maximum size of
this boundary depends on the matching strategy used, and the best attainable value is a
graph-theoretic parameter of a certain graph constructed from the pattern (the parameter is
essentially the pathwidth of the incidence graph of pi). We review this framework in § 3.2.
In the algorithm of Albert et al. the pattern-entries are matched in the simplest, left-to-
right order. In the algorithm of Ahal and Rabinovich, the pattern-entries are matched in a
uniform random order, interspersed with greedy steps that reduce the boundary. (For the
purely random strategy, they show a weaker n0.54k+o(k) bound, and they describe further
heuristics, without analysis.)
Our first result is a new algorithm for PPM (Algorithm M), improving the bounds of [3, 1].
I Theorem 1. Algorithm M solves Permutation Pattern Matching in time n0.44k+o(k).
The algorithm uses dynamic programming, but selects the pattern-entries to be matched
using an optimized, global strategy, differing significantly from the previous approaches. In
addition to being the first (admittedly small) improvement in a long time on the complexity
of PPM for large patterns, our approach is deterministic, and has the advantage of a
more transparent analysis. (The analysis of the random walk in [1] is based on advanced
probabilistic arguments, and appears in the journal paper only as a proof sketch.)
In 2013, Guillemot and Marx [24] obtained the breakthrough result of a PPM algorithm
with running time 2O(k2 log k) · n. This result established the fixed-parameter tractability of
the problem in terms of the pattern length. Their algorithm builds upon the Marcus-Tardos
proof of the Stanley-Wilf conjecture and introduces a novel decomposition of permutations.
For the (arguably most natural) case of constant-size patterns, the Guillemot-Marx algorithm
has linear running time. (Due to the large constants involved, it is however, not clear how
efficient it is in practice.) Subsequently, Fox [21] refined the Marcus-Tardos result, thereby
improving the Guillemot-Marx bound, removing the log k factor from the exponent. Whether
the dependence on k can be further improved remains an intriguing open question.
In light of the Guillemot-Marx result, for constant-length patterns, the PPM problem is
well-understood. However, for patterns of length e.g. k ≈ log2 n or larger, the complexity of
the problem is open, and in this regime, Theorem 1 is an improvement over previous results.
Guillemot and Marx also describe an alternative, polynomial-space algorithm, with running
time nk/2+o(k), i.e. slightly above the Ahal-Rabinovich bound [24, § 7]. Although simpler than
their main result, this method is still rather complex—it works by decomposing the text into
2d√ne monotone subsequences (such a decomposition exists by the Erdős-Szekeres theorem),
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and solving as a subroutine, a certain constraint-satisfaction problem whose tractability is
implied by a nontrivial structural property. Our second result (Algorithm S) matches these
time and space bounds by an exceedingly simple approach.
Expressed in terms of n only, none of the mentioned running times improve, in the worst
case, upon the trivial 2n. (Consider the case of a pattern of length k = Ω(n/ logn).) The
first non-trivial bound in this parameter range was obtained by Bruner and Lackner [13];
their algorithm runs in time O(1.79n).
The algorithm of Bruner and Lackner works by decomposing both the text and the
pattern into alternating runs (consecutive sequences of increasing or decreasing elements).
They then use this decomposition to restrict the space of admissible matchings. The exponent
in the running time is, in fact, the number of runs of T , which can be as large as n. The
approach is compelling and intuitive, the details, however, are intricate (the description of
the algorithm and its analysis in [13] take over 24 pages).
Our second result also improves this running time, with an algorithm that can be described
and analysed in a few paragraphs.
I Theorem 2. Algorithm S solves Permutation Pattern Matching using polynomial space,
in time nk/2+o(k) or O(1.6181n).
At the heart of Algorithm S is the following observation: if all even-valued entries of the
pattern pi are matched to entries of the text t, then verifying whether the remaining (odd)
entries of pi can be correctly matched takes only a linear-time, left-to-right sweep through
both pi and t.
Beyond the general case, the PPM problem has been extensively studied when either
t or pi come from some restricted family of permutations. Examples include separable
permutations [11, 27, 47, 3], i.e. avoiding (2, 4, 1, 3) and (3, 1, 4, 2), k-increasing or k-decreasing
patterns [17], k-monotone text [24, 15], patterns of length 3 or 4 [3], patterns avoiding
(3, 2, 1) [25], text or pattern avoiding (2, 1, 3) and (2, 3, 1) [37], linear permutations [1],
permutations with few runs [13].
In a similar vein, we consider the case of Jordan-permutations, a natural family of
geometrically-defined permutations with applications in intersection problems of computa-
tional geometry [42]. Jordan-permutations were studied by Hoffmann, Mehlhorn, Rosenstiehl,
and Tarjan [26], who showed that they can be sorted with a linear number of comparisons,
using level-linked trees. A Jordan permutation is generated by the intersection-pattern
of two simple curves in the plane. Label the intersection points between the curves in
increasing order along the first curve, and read out the labels along the second curve; the
obtained sequence is a Jordan-permutation (Figure 1). We show that if the pattern is a
Jordan-permutation, then PPM can be solved in sub-exponential time.
I Theorem 3. If pi is a Jordan permutation, then PPM can be solved in time nO(
√
k).
The improvement comes from the observation that the incidence graph of Jordan-
permutations is (by construction) planar, allowing the use of planar separators in generating
a good matching order in the dynamic programming framework of Algorithm M.
This observation suggests a more general question. Which permutations have incidence
graphs with sublinear-size separators? We observe that many of the special families of
patterns considered in the literature can be understood in terms of avoiding certain fixed
patterns (that is, the pattern pi avoids some smaller pattern σ). The following conjecture
thus appears natural, as it would unify and generalize a number of results in the literature.
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B Conjecture 4. If the pattern pi avoids an arbitrary pattern σ of length O(1), then PPM
(with text t and pattern pi) can be solved in time 2o(n).
Conjecture 4 appears plausible, especially in light of the extremal results of Fox [21] related
to the Stanley-Wilf conjecture. Characterizing the base c(pi) of the Stanley-Wilf bound
remains a deep open question. Fox has recently shown that, contrary to prior conjectures,
c(pi) is exponential in |pi| for most patterns pi. In some special cases it is known that c(pi) is
subexponential, and Fox conjectures [21, Conj. 1] that this is the case whenever the pattern
pi is itself pattern-avoiding; Conjecture 4 can be seen as an algorithmic counterpart of this
question.
A possible route towards proving Conjecture 4 is to show that avoidance of a length-d
pattern in pi (and the resulting f(d)-wide decomposition given by Guillemot and Marx)
implies the avoidance of some g(d)-size minor in the incidence graph Gpi. We only remark
here, that one cannot hope for a forbidden grid minor, as there are O(n)-permutations that
avoid an O(1)-length pattern, yet contain a
√
n×√n grid in their incidence graph (§ 3.4).
Further related work. Only classical patterns are considered in this paper; variants in the
literature include vincular, bivincular, consecutive, and mesh patterns; we refer to [12] for a
survey of related computational questions.
Newman et al. [38] study pattern matching in a property-testing framework (aiming to
distinguish pattern-avoiding sequences from those that contain many copies of the pattern).
In this setting, the focus is on the query complexity of different approaches, and sampling
techniques are often used; see also [6, 22].
A different line of work investigates whether standard algorithmic problems on permuta-
tions (e.g. sorting, selection) become easier if the input can be assumed to be pattern-
avoiding [5, 16].
Structure of the paper. In § 2 we introduce the concepts necessary to state and prove our
results. In § 3 we describe and analyse our two algorithms; in § 3.1 the simpler Algorithm S,
and in § 3.3 the improved Algorithm M, thereby proving Theorems 1 and 2. We describe
the dynamic programming framework used by Algorithm M in § 3.2. In § 3.4 we discuss the
special cases (Theorem 3 and Conjecture 4), and in § 4 we conclude with further questions.
2 Preliminaries
A length-n permutation σ is a bijective function σ : [n]→ [n], alternatively viewed as the
sequence (σ(1), . . . , σ(n)). Given a length-n permutation σ, we denote as Sσ = {(i, σ(i)) |
1 ≤ i ≤ n} the set of points corresponding to permutation σ.
For a point p ∈ Sσ we denote its first entry as p.x, and its second entry as p.y, referring
to these values as the index, respectively, the value of p. Observe that for every i ∈ [n], we
have |{p ∈ Sσ | p.x = i}| = |{p ∈ Sσ | p.y = i}| = 1.
We define four neighbors of a point (x, y) ∈ Sσ as follows.
NR((x, y)) = (x+ 1, σ(x+ 1)),
NL((x, y)) = (x− 1, σ(x− 1)),
NU ((x, y)) = (σ−1(y + 1), y + 1),
ND((x, y)) = (σ−1(y − 1), y − 1).
The superscripts R, L, U , D are meant to evoke the directions right, left, up, down,
when plotting Sσ in the plane. Some neighbors of a point may coincide. When some
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index is out of bounds, we let the offending neighbor be a “virtual point” as follows:
NR(n, i) = NU (i, n) = (∞,∞), and NL(1, i) = ND(i, 1) = (0, 0), for all i ∈ [n]. The virtual
points are not contained in Sσ, we only define them to simplify some of the statements.
The incidence graph of a permutation σ is Gσ = (Sσ, Eσ), where
Eσ = {(p,Nα(p)) | α ∈ {R,L,U,D}, and p,Nα(p) ∈ Sσ} .
In words, each point is connected to its (at most) four neighbors: its successor and predecessor
by index, and its successor and predecessor by value. It is easy to see that Gσ is a union
of two Hamiltonian paths on the same set of vertices, and that this is, in fact, an exact
characterization of permutation incidence-graphs. (See Figure 1 for an illustration.)
Figure 1 (left) Permutation pi = (6, 5, 3, 1, 4, 7, 2) and its incidence graph Gpi. Solid lines indicate
neighbors by index, dashed lines indicate neighbors by value (lines may overlap). Indices plotted on
x-coordinate, values plotted on y-coordinate. (right) Jordan-permutation (4, 1, 2, 3, 8, 5, 6, 7)
Throughout the paper we consider a text permutation t : [n] → [n], and a pattern
permutation pi : [k]→ [k], where n ≥ k. We give an alternative definition of the Permutation
Pattern Matching (PPM) problem in terms of embedding Spi into St.
Consider a function f : Spi → St. We say that f is a valid embedding of Spi into St if for
all p ∈ Spi the following hold:
f(NL(p)).x < f(p).x < f(NR(p)).x, and (1)
f(ND(p)).y < f(p).y < f(NU (p)).y, (2)
whenever the corresponding neighbor Nα(p) is also in Spi, i.e. not a virtual point. In words,
valid embeddings preserve the relative positions of neighbors in the incidence graph.
I Lemma 5. Permutation t contains permutation pi if and only if there exists a valid
embedding f : Spi → St.
For sets A ⊆ B ⊆ Spi and functions g : A → St and f : B → St we say that g is the
restriction of f to A, denoted g = f |A, if g(i) = f(i) for all i ∈ A. In this case, we also say
that f is the extension of g to B. Restrictions of valid embeddings will be called partial
embeddings. We observe that if f : B → St is a partial embedding, then it satisfies conditions
(1) and (2) with respect to all edges in the induced graph Gpi[B], i.e. the corresponding
inequality holds whenever p,Nα(p) ∈ B.
3 Algorithms for pattern matching
We start in § 3.1 with the simpler Algorithm S, proving Theorem 2. In § 3.2 we describe the
dynamic programming framework used in Algorithm M (Algorithm S does not require this).
In § 3.3 we describe and analyse Algorithm M, proving Theorem 1.
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3.1 The even-odd method
Let (QE , QO) be the partition of Spi into points with even and odd indices. Formally,
QE = {(2k, pi(2k)) | 1 ≤ k ≤ bk/2c}, and QO = {(2k − 1, pi(2k − 1)) | 1 ≤ k ≤ dk/2e}.
Suppose t contains pi. Then, by Lemma 5, there exists a valid embedding f : Spi → St.
We start by guessing a partial embedding g0 : QE → Spi. (For example, g0 = f |QE is such a
partial embedding.) We then extend g0 step-by-step, adding points to its domain, until it
becomes a valid embedding Spi → St.
Let p1, . . . , pdk/2e be the elements of QO in increasing order of value, i.e. 1 ≤ p1.y < · · · <
pdk/2e.y ≤ n, and let P0 = ∅ and Pi = Pi−1 ∪ {pi}, for 1 ≤ i ≤ dk/2e. For all i, we maintain
the invariant that gi is a restriction of some valid embedding to QE ∪ Pi. By our choice of
g0, this is true initially for i = 0.
In the i-th step (for i = 0, . . . , dk/2e − 1), we extend gi to gi+1 by mapping the next
point pi+1 onto a suitable point in St. For gi+1 to be a restriction of a valid embedding, it
must satisfy conditions (1) and (2) on the relative position of neighbors. Observe that all,
except possibly one, of the neighbors of pi+1 are already embedded by gi. This is because
NL(pi+1) and NR(pi+1) have even index, are thus in QE , unless they are virtual points and
thus implicitly embedded. The point ND(pi+1) is either an even-index point, and thus in
QE , or the virtual point (0, 0) and thus implicitly embedded, or an odd-index point, in which
case, by our ordering, it must be pi, and thus, contained in Pi. The only neighbor of pi+1
possibly not embedded is NU (pi+1).
If we map pi+1 to a point q ∈ St, we have to observe the constraints gi(NL(pi+1)).x <
q.x < gi(NR(pi+1)).x, and gi(ND(pi+1)).y < q.y. If NU (pi+1) is also in the domain of gi,
then we have the additional constraint q.y < gi(NU (pi+1)).y.
These constraints determine an (open) axis-parallel box, possibly extending upwards
infinitely (in case only three of the four neighbors of pi+1 are embedded so far). Assuming gi
is a restriction of a valid embedding f , the point f(pi+1) must satisfy all constraints, it is
thus contained in this box. We extend gi to obtain gi+1 by mapping pi+1 to a point q ∈ St
in the constraint-box, and if there are multiple such points, we pick the one that is lowest,
i.e. the one with smallest value q.y.
The crucial observation is that if gi is a partial embedding, then gi+1 is also a partial
embedding, and the correctness of the procedure follows by induction.
Indeed, some valid embedding f ′ : Spi → St must be the extension of gi+1. If q = f(pi+1),
then f ′ is f itself. Otherwise, let f ′ be identical with f , except for mapping pi+1 → q
(instead of mapping pi+1 → f(pi+1)). The only conditions of a valid embedding that may
become violated are those involving pi+1. The conditions f ′(NL(pi+1)).x < f ′(pi+1).x <
f ′(NR(pi+1)).x and f ′(ND(pi+1)).y < f ′(pi+1).y hold by our choice of q.
The condition f ′(pi+1).y < f ′(NU (pi+1)).y holds a fortiori since we picked the lowest
point in a box that also contained f(pi+1), in other words, f ′(pi+1).y = q.y ≤ f(pi+1).y <
f(NU (pi+1)).y = f ′(NU (pi+1)).y. Thus, gi+1 is a partial embedding, which concludes the
argument. See Figure 2 for illustration.
Assuming that our initial guess g0 was correct, we succeed in constructing a valid
embedding that certifies the fact that t contains pi. We remark that guessing g0 should be
understood as trying all possible embeddings of QE . If our choice of g0 is incorrect, i.e. not
a partial embedding, then we reach a situation where we cannot extend gi, and we abandon
the choice of g0. If extending g0 to a valid embedding fails for all initial choices, we conclude
that t does not contain pi. The resulting Algorithm S is described in Figure 3.
The space requirement is linear in the input size; apart from minor bookkeeping, only a
single embedding must be stored at all times.
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Figure 2 (left) Pattern pi = (6, 3, 8, 5, 4, 2, 1, 7) and its incidence graph Gpi. Solid lines indicate
neighbors by index, dashed lines indicate neighbors by value (lines may overlap). (right) Text
permutation t, points shown as circles. Partial embedding of pi shown with filled circles. Vertical
bars mark even-index points e1, e2, e3, e4. Double circles mark the first two odd-index points p1,
p2. Shaded box indicates constraints for embedding p2, determined by NU (p2) = NL(p2) = e2,
ND(p2) = e1, and NR(p2) = e3. Observe that p2 is mapped to lowest point (by value) that satisfies
constraints. Revealed edges of Gpi are shown.
Algorithm S:
for all g0 : QE → St do
if g0 not valid, next g0
for i← 0 to dk/2e − 1 do
let q ∈ St with minimum q.y such that:
gi(NL(pi+1)).x < q.x < gi(NR(pi+1)).x
gi(ND(pi+1)).y < q.y
gi(NU (pi+1)).y > q.y (in case NU (pi+1) ∈ QE)
if no such q, next g0
extend gi to gi+1 by mapping pi+1 → q
return gdk/2e
return “t avoids pi”
Figure 3 Finding a valid embedding of Spi into St, or reporting that t avoids pi, with precomputed
QE (even-index points of Spi) and (p1, . . . , pdk/2e) (odd-index points of Spi sorted by value).
To analyse the running time, observe first, that g0 must map points in QE to points in
St, preserving their left-to-right order (by index), and their bottom-to-top order (by value).
The first condition can be enforced directly, by considering only subsequences of t. This leads
to
(
n
bk/2c
)
choices for g0 in the outer loop. The second condition can be verified in a linear
time traversal of Gpi (this is the second line of Algorithm S).
All remaining steps can be performed using straightforward data structuring: we need to
traverse to neighbors in the incidence graph, to go from x to gi(x) and back, and to answer
rectangle-minimum queries; all can be achieved in constant time, with a polynomial time
preprocessing. We can in fact do away with rectangle queries, since candidate points of t
are considered in increasing order of value—the inner loop thus consists of a single sweep
through pi and t, which can be implemented in O(n) time. By a standard bound on the
binomial coefficient, the claimed running time of nk/2+o(k) follows.
We refine the analysis, observing that in the outer loop only those embeddings g0 (i.e.
subsequences of t) need to be considered, that leave a gap of at least one point between each
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successive entry (to allow for embedding the odd-index points). The number of subsequences
with this property is
(
n−k/2
k/2
)
; first embed all even-index entries with a minimum required gap
of one between them, then distribute the remaining total gap of n− k among the k/2 slots.
To bound this quantity, denote α = k2n and m = n− αn, to obtain
(
m
mβ
)
, where β = α1−α . A
standard upper bound for this quantity (see e.g. [18, § 11]) is 2m·H(β), where H is the binary
entropy function H(x) = − log2 (xx · (1− x)1−x).
Our upper bound is thus 2n·(1−α)·H(α/(1−α)). After simplification, we obtain the expres-
sion [B(α)]n, where
B(α) = (1− α)
1−α
αα · (1− 2α)(1−2α) .
In the range of interest 0 < α < 0.5, we find B(α) to be maximized for α = 12 − 12√5 ,
attaining a value smaller than 1.6181. We obtain thus the upper bound O(1.6181n) for the
running time.
The efficient enumeration of initial embeddings with the required property can be
done with standard techniques, see e.g. [39]. Note that the algorithm can equivalently
be implemented in the variant where both t and pi are transposed, i.e. by embedding even
values first, followed by odd values sorted by index, as described in § 1.
Finally, we remark that instead of trying all embeddings g0, it may be more practical
to build such an embedding incrementally, using backtracking. This allows the process to
“fail early” if a certain embedding can not be extended to any partial embedding of QE .
The order in which points of QE are considered in the backtracking process can affect the
performance significantly, see [33, 34] for consideration of similar issues. Alternatively, a
modification of the dynamic programming approach of § 3.2 and § 3.3 may also be used to
enumerate all valid initial g0.
3.2 Dynamic programming approach
We review the dynamic programming framework that Algorithm M (§ 3.3) shares with the
previous algorithms of Albert et al. [3] and Ahal and Rabinovich [1]. We refer to these works
for a more detailed exposition.
The idea is to fix an embedding order τ in which the elements of Spi are processed. Let
τ : [k]→ [k] be a permutation, and let ∅ = P0 ⊂ P1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Pk = Spi, where Pi = Pi−1∪{pi},
and pi = (τ(i), pi(τ(i))).
For i = 1, . . . , k, we find embeddings gi : Pi → St that extend the previously found
embeddings gi−1, by mapping pi to a suitable target q ∈ St. The difference from Algorithm S
is that we consider all possible targets (that satisfy the neighbor-constraints with respect to
already mapped neighbors), and we store all (so far) valid embeddings gi in a table.
More precisely, we store all embeddings of Pi that do not violate any neighborhood-
constraint in Gpi[Pi]. In the i-th step, for all stored gi embeddings, we find all pos-
sible extensions, mapping pi to q such that gi(NL(pi)).x < q.x < gi(NR(pi)).x, and
gi(ND(pi)).y < q.y < gi(NU (pi)).y, whenever the respective neighbor of q is in the do-
main of gi, i.e. already embedded by gi.
The key to improving this basic approach is the observation that for each embedding gi
it is sufficient to store those points that have neighbors in Gpi that are not yet embedded.
(Points whose neighbors are all embedded cannot influence future choices.) We thus define,
for a set P ⊆ Spi the boundary set
bd(P ) = {q | q ∈ P, Nα(q) ∈ Spi \ P, for some α ∈ {R,L,U,D}}.
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Instead of storing the embeddings gi : Pi → St, we only store their restrictions gi|bd(Pi).
(As different embeddings may have the same restriction, careful data structuring is required
to prune out duplicates; see [1].)
The total space- and time-requirement of the resulting algorithm is dominated by the
number of essentially different embeddings gi (i.e. those with different restrictions to the
boundary). At a given step i, the number of possible boundary-embeddings is at most(
n
|bd(Pi)|
)
. Observe that this quantity depends on the sets Pi, which are in turn determined
by the embedding order τ . Let us therefore define bdτ (pi) = maxi |bd(Pi)|.
The quantity minτ bdτ (pi) is known in the literature as the vertex-separation number,
computed here for the graph Gpi. For an arbitrary graph, this quantity equals the pathwidth
of the graph [29, 19]. An upper bound α ·k on the pathwidth of Gpi thus implies an algorithm
with running time at most nα·k+o(k) (by a standard upper bound on the binomial coefficient),
and the problem reduces to finding an embedding order τ with small bdτ (pi).
Albert et al. show that if τ is the identity permutation, then bdτ (pi) ≤ 2k/3 + 1. Ahal
and Rabinovich show that the 2k/3 + 1 bound cannot be improved for any fixed τ (i.e. τ
independent of pi), and describe a randomized construction of τ with bdτ (pi) ≤ 0.47k + o(k).
They further show that there are permutations pi for which bdτ (pi) > 0.036k, with arbitrary
τ . (This follows from a result of Bollobás on random 4-regular graphs [8].)
We remark that Algorithm S (§ 3.1) can also be seen as an embedding order τ , with
bdτ (pi) ≤ k/2 + o(k), it can thus be easily adapted to the dynamic programming framework
with similar running time, although at the cost of exponential space. (The key to the
efficiency of Algorithm S is that we need not store more than one embedding.)
3.3 Improved dynamic programming
As in § 3.1, let QE and QO denote the even-index, resp. odd-index points of Spi. Let
s = blog2 kc, and let Ij = [(j−1) ·k/(2s)+1, j ·k/(2s)], for j = 1, . . . , 2s. In words, partition
[k] into equal-length contiguous intervals I1, . . . , I2s. Assume for simplicity that 2s divides k;
we can ensure this by appropriate padding of pi (after fixing s). Let Pj = {p ∈ Spi | p.y ∈ Ij},
i.e. the points of Spi whose value falls in the j-th interval.
We describe the embedding order τ in three stages, and show that bdτ (pi) ≤ 0.4375k+o(k),
which, by the discussion in § 3.2 yields the running time claimed in Theorem 1. First we
summarize the process.
In the first stage we embed s of the 2s sets P1, . . . , P2s, chosen such as to minimize the
size of the boundary at the end of the stage. Let QI denote the set of points embedded in
this stage. In the second stage we embed either QE \QI or QO \QI , depending on which is
more advantegous, as explained later. In the third stage we embed all remaining points of Spi
in their increasing order of value. See Figure 4 for an illustration. We now provide more
detail and analysis.
First stage. Let {i1, . . . , is} ⊂ [2s] be the collection of s indices for which QI = Pi1∪· · ·∪Pis
has the smallest boundary. Finding these indices in a naïve way amounts to verifying all(2s
s
)
choices, each in linear time. The cost of this step is absorbed in our overall bound on
the running time. We then embed QI (i.e. the first k/2 entries of τ are the indices of points
in QI).
We claim that |bd(QI)| is at most k( 12 − 18 ) + o(k). To see this, consider the expected
boundary size of QI if {i1, . . . , is} were a subset of size s of [2s] chosen uniformly at random.
A point p ∈ QI is not on the boundary, if all neighbors of p are in QI . Observe that NU (p)
and ND(p) are in QI , unless p.y is at the margin of one of the chosen intervals Iij . Thus, at
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least k2 −2s points have these two neighbors covered, for all choices of QI . We now look at the
probability that the other two neighbors, NL(p) and NR(p) are in QI . The least favorable
case is when the two are in separate intervals, different from the interval of p. Fixing all
three intervals leaves
(2s−3
s−3
)
choices for completing the selection, out of
(2s−1
s−1
)
choices when
only the interval of p is fixed. Thus, the probability that NL(p), NR(p) ∈ QI , conditioned
on p ∈ QI is at least (2s−3s−3 )/(2s−1s−1 ) = 14 −O( 1s ), and therefore the expected number of points
in QI whose neighbors are all in QI is at least (k2 − 2s)( 14 −O( 1s )) = (k8 −O(ks )).
The expected size of bd(QI) is thus at least k2 − k8 + o(k). For the optimal choice of QI
(instead of random), the boundary size clearly cannot exceed this quantity.
It remains to decide the actual order in which the points of QI are embedded, such as
to keep the boundary size below its intended target throughout the process. This can be
achieved by first embedding those points that have all their neighbors in QI , with each such
point followed by its four neighbors. In this way, for every (at most) five points added, we
increase the boundary by one less than the number of points added. This continues until the
entire saving of k8 − o(k) is realized. No intermediate boundary size can therefore exceed
max{k2 − k8 , 45 · k2}+ o(k) ≤ 0.4k + o(k).
Second stage. Let eE , eO denote the number of points in QE ∩bd(QI), resp. QO ∩bd(QI),
i.e. the even- and odd-index points on the boundary of QI (call such points exposed). Let
hE , hO denote the number of points in (QI ∩QE) \ bd(QI), resp. (QI ∩QO) \ bd(QI), i.e.
the even- and odd-index points of QI not on the boundary (call such points hidden).
Observe that eE + eO +hE +hO = k/2, since the sets in question partition QI . Moreover,
hO + hE ≥ k8 − o(k), by our earlier upper bound for |bd(QI)|.
If hO ≥ hE , then, in the second stage, we embed all points in QO \QI , i.e. all odd-index
points not yet embedded. Otherwise, we embed all points in QE \ QI , i.e. all even-index
points not yet embedded. Suppose that we are in the first case.
At the end of the stage we will have embedded a total number of k2 + (
k
2 − eO − hO) =
k
2 + eE +hE points. (The first term counts the points embedded in the first stage, the second
term counts the odd-index points not embedded in the first stage.
Observe that after this stage, all points in QI ∩QE are hidden, except for (at most) 2s
points with values at the margins of intervals Iij . This is because all non-margin points
p ∈ QI ∩QE have their neighbors NU (p), ND(p) already embedded in the first stage, since
they fall in the same interval, and neighbors NL(p), NR(p) embedded in the second stage,
since these are odd-index points.
As there are at least eE − 2s newly hidden points in the second stage, the increase
in boundary size is at most (eE + hE) − (eE − 2s) ≤ hE + 2s. By the assumption that
hO ≥ hE , we have hE ≤ k16 + o(k), the boundary size at the end of the stage is thus at most
|bd(QI)| + k16 + o(k) ≤ k2 − k16 + o(k) = 0.4375k + o(k). We observe that this step is the
bottleneck of the entire argument.
Again, we have to show that during the second stage, the boundary size never grows
above this bound. To achieve this, we embed first, for each even-index point that is to be
hidden in this stage, its two neighbors. As an effect, the entire saving is realized in the
beginning of the stage, while the boundary size may grow by at most hE + 2s ≤ k16 + o(k),
i.e. it stays below the final bound. We can embed the remaining odd-index points in the
natural, left-to-right order. In the case when hE > hO, the procedure and its analysis are
symmetric, i.e. we embed all points in QE \QI .
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Figure 4 The three stages of embedding the points in Spi. All points within shaded areas are
embedded. In the first stage a point is shown whose neighbors are also embedded.
Third stage. Finally, we embed all remaining points in increasing order of value. (Assuming
that hO ≥ hE was the case in the second stage, this means embedding all points in QE \QI .)
We claim that the boundary does not increase during the process (except possibly by one).
To see this, consider the embedding of a point p ∈ QE \QI . Observe that ND(p) is already
embedded; if it was not embedded in the first two stages, then it must be an even-index
point, preceeding p by value, so it must have been embedded in the third stage. Neighbors
NL(p) and NR(p) have odd index, they were thus embedded in the first two stages. Neighbor
NU (p) either has odd index (is therefore already embedded), or has even index, in which
case it will be the next point to be embedded, thereby hiding p. This concludes the analysis.
3.4 Special patterns
We show that if the pattern pi is a Jordan-permutation, then PPM can be solved in subexpo-
nential time (Theorem 3). The proof is simple: the incidence graph of Jordan permutations
is by definition planar. To see this, recall that a Jordan permutation is defined by the
intersection pattern of two curves. We view the curves as the planar embedding of Gpi. The
portions of the curves between intersection points correspond to edges (we trim the loose
ends of both curves), and the curves connect the points in the order of their index, resp.
value. We observe that this is in fact, an exact characterization: Gpi is planar if and only if
pi is a Jordan permutation.1
The pathwidth of a k-vertex planar graph is well-known to be O(
√
n) [19]. A corresponding
embedding order τ of pi can be built recursively, concatenating the sequences obtained on
the different sides of the separator and the sequence obtained from the separator itself.
Theorem 3 follows.
It would be interesting to obtain other classes of permutations whose incidence graphs
are minor-free. Guillemot and Marx [24] show that a permutation pi that avoids a pattern of
length ` has a certain decomposition of width f(`). To show Conjecture 4, one may relate
this width with the size of a forbidden minor in Gpi. We point out that such a connection
cannot be too strong: we exhibit a k-permutation that avoids a fixed pattern, but whose
incidence graph contains a large grid, with resulting pathwidth Θ(
√
k).
Let a and b be parameters such that a is even, and ab = k. Let Li be the sequence of even
integers in [1 + (i− 1) · a, i · a] in decreasing order, and let Ri be the sequence of odd integers
in [1 + i · a, (i+ 1) · a] in increasing order, for 1 ≤ i ≤ b. Observe that |Li| = |Ri| = a/2 for
all i, and that all sequences are disjoint. Let pi = pi(a, b) denote the unique permutation of
1 For the “only if” direction, we need to allow touching points between the two curves. Consider any
noncrossing embedding of Gpi, and construct the two curves as the Hamiltonian paths of Gpi that
connect the vertices by increasing index, resp. value. Whenever the two curves overlap over an edge of
Gpi, we bend the corresponding part of one of the curves, such as to create two intersection points at
the two endpoints of the edge (one of the two intersection points may need to be a touching point).
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length k that has the same ordering as the concatenation of T1, . . . , Tb, where Ti is obtained
from interleaving Li and Ri. (See Figure 5.)
We observe that pi avoids the pattern σ = (4, 3, 1, 2). To see this, suppose for contradiction
that pi contains σ. Denote the embeddings of points of Sσ, by increasing index, as p1, p2, p3, p4.
Point p2 must be in one of the Li sets, for otherwise it could have no point p1 above and to
the left. Then, both p3 and p4 must be in the same Li, as only this subset contains points
below and to the right of p2. However, no set Li contains two points in the same relative
position as p3, p4 (i.e. one above and to the right of the other), a contradiction. Finally, we
claim that Gpi contains a grid of size Θ(a)×Θ(b), as illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5 (left) Permutation pi(8, 4), with subsequences generated by Li and Ri. (right, above)
Incidence graph of pi(8, 4), with points corresponding to Li, Ri re-arranged in columns, to highlight
grid structure. Solid line indicates neighborhood by index, dashed line indicates neighborhood by
value. (right, below) Pattern (4, 3, 1, 2) avoided by pi(8, 4).
4 Concluding remarks
It is conceivable that the approaches presented here can be combined with previous techniques,
to obtain further improvements in running time. In particular, our bounds depend on k and
n only, but one could also consider finer structural parameters. A good understanding of
which patterns are easiest to find is still lacking. Conjecture 4 points at a possible step in
this direction.
Obtaining tighter bounds for the pathwidth of permutation incidence graphs (and more
generally, for the pathwidth of 4-regular graphs) is an interesting structural question in itself.
For n-vertex cubic graphs, the pathwidth is known to be between 0.082n and 0.167n [20].
Related expansion-properties are also well-studied, for example, the bisection-width of 4-
regular graphs is at most 0.4n+ o(n) [36]. (Bisection-width is a lower bound for pathwidth.)
Finally, as several different approaches for the PPM problem are now known in the
literature, a thorough experimental comparison of them would be informative.
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A Appendix
A.1 Proof of Lemma 5
Proof. Suppose t contains pi, and let (t(i1), . . . , t(ik)) be the subsequence witnessing this.
Let pj denote the point (j, pi(j)), and set f(pj) = (ij , t(ij)) for all j ∈ [k]. Observe
that f(NL(pj)).x = ij−1, and f(NR(pj)).x = ij+1, the first condition thus holds since
ij−1 < ij < ij+1.
Let pi(j′) = ND(pj).y, and pi(j′′) = NU (pj).y. By definition, pi(j′) < pi(j) < pi(j′′). The
second condition now becomes t(ij′) < t(ij) < t(ij′′), which holds since t contains pi.
In the other direction, let f : Spi → St be a valid embedding. Define ij = f(pj).x, for all
j ∈ [k]. Since f(NL(pj)).x < f(pj).x < f(NR(pj)).x for all j, we have i1 ≤ · · · ≤ ik. Let
j′, j′′ ∈ [k], such that j′ < j′′.
Then pi(ij′) < pi(ij′′) is equivalent with t(ij′) = f(pj).y < f(NU (. . . (NU (pj)) . . . )).y =
t(ij′′) where the NU (·) operator, and the second property of a valid embedding are applied
j′′ − j′ times. J
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